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When you allow ideology to drive the development of policy with no attention to
reality or practicality, the results are catastrophic. For the President and his
supporters, ObamaCare was conceived not as a policy solution for America’s
growing healthcare challenges but as a symbol of the President’s progressive
worldview. – WOW! – pro-Obama reporter Ezra Klein of the Washington Post.
Obama’s distorted philosophy and agenda is imbedded in this legislation
and will bring its demise!
Obama provided the philosophical direction and managerial style for this law’s
development and its execution. And with it being so strongly influenced by our President’s
aloof and detached attitude regarding the details of any project, ObamaCare never focused
and prioritized the APPROPRIATE goals of much needed health care reform. Rather, it
was all about control. Control requires management talents and Obama has contempt
for the discipline of true management. He has flunked “Management OJT 101”!!!
Let’s see, what else is Obama known for?
Obama is also noted for deception, evasiveness, manipulation, spinning facts, and passing
blame. He sees himself as all knowing and far superior to others. Saul Alinsky taught him
disdain for the capabilities of common citizens.
And to that you can add divisive, controlling, foolish, confusing, ignorant of unintended
consequences, a fictional mystery, incomprehensible, untrustworthy, incompetent, full of
hubris, avoids responsibility, relishes complexity as a camouflage, and intellectually sloppy!
Because of these characteristics, ObamaCare has been destined for failure from the time it
was a “glimmer” in Barack’s eye! Its fatal flaw has its roots in the philosophical vision and
style of its narcissistic leader …… our President. It’s a manifestation of the man himself:
naïve arrogance, misguided ambition, ideologically driven – narcissism throughout!
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In his 1974 Nobel Prize acceptance speech “The Pretense of Knowledge,” Hayek warned that:
The recognition of the …… limits to his knowledge ought indeed to teach the
student of society a lesson of humility which should guard him against
becoming an accomplice in men’s fatal striving to control society – a striving
which makes him not only a tyrant over his fellows, but which may well make
him the destroyer of a civilization which no brain has designed but which has
grown from the free efforts of millions of individuals.
______________________
So SB, I think you are saying that Obama has no concept of humans’ reaction to
incentives, nor to the value of imposing accountability – in other words he
doesn’t know how to manage! Furthermore, you say that the failure of
ObamaCare will come from the fact that his personality – e.g. naiveté, ambition,
narcissism - has “tainted” the legislation! What makes you so sure? HMMMM?
Have you forgotten that report you showed me a few weeks ago that said he
knew what he was doing? – Stefano Bachovich – obscure curmudgeon and wise
political pundit – a prolific purveyor of opinions on just about everything – my
primary “go to guy.”
OK Stefano, perhaps you have a point. I
did imply that his policy results were
premeditated. But perhaps NOT – I’m not
always right with my first time
conclusion!
This new possibility inspired an internet
search for these thought provoking lyrics:

Everybody Plays The Fool - from1972, by The Main Ingredient
(Watch and listen on youtube.com by clicking HERE – you can skip the brief commercial).

Everybody plays the fool, sometime.
There's no exception to the rule.
Listen, baby, it may be factual, may be cruel.
I ain't lyin', everybody plays the fool!
______________________
The actual name of the
legislation is not ObamaCare,
but the Affordable Care Act,
named in the same playful
manner as how the bald stooge
is called 'Curly.' Not to imply
that Obamacare is as capable or
helpful as any of the three
stooges. – Humorist Frank J.
Fleming
______________________
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